
A step-by-step guide for research managers

Unlock
measurable performance 
improvements from your 
research in three easy steps 



Being a research manager can be challenging, 
especially when you're chasing the vote, taking non-stop 
meetings with research providers (and  letting them 
down gently), keeping management happy and up to 
date on the spend, (re)negotiating contracts and dealing 
with the continued influx of unrequested research.

Read our three step guide to help research 
managers find the optimal approach to 
managing their research process. 



Step 1 
Understand what best practice looks like 
across each of your research tasks 

Largely manual, 
ad hoc

1 2 
Some processes
are in place 

3
Peer validated – best practice  

Use our three point scale and ask yourself where you and your firm are 
on the research automation curve.

Front Office asked to 
self-declare potential 
inducement. All 
follow-up is manual

Automatically match 
received research to 
entitlements on some 
channels

• Automated compliance monitoring, 
  leveraging machine learning, across 
  all channels
• Fully automated, exception-based 
  Cease & Desist letter and escalation
• More time to focus on higher value 
  tasks

No set process Setting budget caps and 
manually adjusting them 
as the year progresses

• Statistically determine a budget based 
  on previous consumption and ratings 
  per individual/desk/team/region
• Automate notification of consumption 
  against organisational budget thresholds

Excel based, differ-
ent for each team, 
manual collation and 
no consistency

Semi-automated process 
that requests feedback 
on all research providers 
in the organisation

• Combining ‘top down’ qualitative 
  measures with a broader quantitative 
  evaluation methodology
• Fully automated approach which 
  captures feedback from Front Office – 
  how they want (after consumption, on 
  mobile/desktop/morning commute)
• Automated evaluation with an 
  exception based workflow

In person - verbal 
only, no consistency, 
very little colour

Data extracted from the 
vote and manually 
placed into reports that 
are sent to research 
providers

• Automatically generate and feedback 
  detailed qualitative metrics and 
  quantitative value rankings
• Enhance relationships with providers 
  with accurate, consistent reporting

Manual notification 
with significant 
chasing and no 
pre-finish feedback

Systematically noting that a 
trial is taking place, auto- 
matically tracking 
consumption, and manually 
collating feedback and 
provider response

• Automated pre-trial and 
  post-completion interest and value 
  surveys



Automate as much as possible

• One-off initial configuration 
• Automate inducement monitoring 
•  Automate the entire research evaluation process
• Automate all aspects of procurement for the Front Office, 
 with standard surveys for trial periods, inducement and attestation
•  Automatically track and alert on the research budget – 
 across any provider and anywhere on the organisation chart
 Additionally: 
 • Auto-remind and roll rate cards 
 •  Integrate with HR system for org chart updates

If something cannot be automated, 
make it faster for you and your Front Office

•  Have a summary in the notification email for interactions and vote initiation
•  Focus on reducing the number of clicks for the Front Office:
 Drop-downs, auto-complete, suggestions, and mobile access to interaction ratings
•  Increase the chance of first-time and on time Vote completions: 
 Single-sign-on, one-click, straight to the review 

Develop relationships with research providers

•  Share insight in advance, via automated pre-configured reports, 
 giving them a chance to respond
•  Automated post-meeting survey and collation for next review

Give Management the reporting they need 
and have always wanted
 
•  Real-time, user configurable reporting with advanced analytics and visualisations 
 across the factors that are important 
•  Provider rankings and feedback

Step 2 
Optimise the changes that benefit your firm



While many investment managers recognise that an automated research management 
process can help standardise workflows, simplify the adherence to compliance; and 
better manage budgets and broker relationships to maximise research spend and value 
for the front office. 

It can be hard to demonstrate the efficiency gains to be had across tasks, and the actual 
monetary value of the savings. The additional softer gains include less administration 
time forced on the front-office, better overall quality of data used for provider value 
metrics and management, full regulatory compliance and more time to focus on strategic 
projects and build relationships.

Red Deer’s ROI calculator shows that by implementing the above steps, your firm can 
save between £10,000 to £150,000 dependent on the number of systems, manual 
processes and front office staff you have. This is across the 5 tasks highlighted above. 

Step 3 
Understand and show the positive outcome of the 
approach to Management and the rest of the firm

Activity     Time before (hours) Time after (hours)

Broker Vote   2   1
Inducement Tracking  13   1.5
Data Collection   22   2.5
Vote Administration  9   1.5
Budget / Consumption  43   4
Reporting / Feedback  26   2.5

Client validated efficiency gains per activity using 
Red Deer’s Research Automation system, based on 
a mid-sized investment manager (per month)

For example: Broker feedback

Before:   Disconnected broker vote and review took a combined 40mins 
 per month, per PM

After:  An automated workflow driven review and vote process leads to 20 
 minutes saving per month, per PM, with a much richer data set collated
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